Easy Peasy All-in-One Homeschool  British Literature

Vocabulary Quiz #1 – Day 10

Consider the meanings of the following words. Then choose the proper definition for the prefix from the box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>between; among</th>
<th>wrongly</th>
<th>half; partly; not fully</th>
<th>above; beyond</th>
<th>before</th>
<th>across</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>over; too much</td>
<td>again</td>
<td>middle</td>
<td>not</td>
<td>under</td>
<td>cause to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Midwest, midlife, midnight, midterm
   
   What does the prefix mid- mean? ________________________

2. international, intercept, interject, intermission
   
   What does the prefix inter- mean? ________________________

3. nonfiction, nonexistent, nonchalant, nonabsorbent
   
   What does the prefix non- mean? ________________________

4. mistreat, mislead, misquote, misconduct
   
   What does the prefix mis- mean? ________________________

5. overanalyze, overcrowded, overdressed, overcooked
   
   What does the prefix over- mean? ________________________

6. subcategory, submarine, submission, subtitle
   
   What does the prefix sub- mean? ________________________
7. redistribute, refund, rearrange, resupply
   What does the prefix re- mean? ____________________

8. prefix, preview, preschool, prehistoric
   What does the prefix pre- mean? ____________________

9. semicircle, semicolon, semiannual, semifinal
   What does the prefix semi- mean? ____________________

10. supercenter, supervision, supermarket, superpowers
    What does the prefix super- mean? ____________________

11. transformer, transmission, transaction, transcontinental
    What does the prefix trans- mean? ____________________

12. enclosure, encrusted, empathize, embrace
    What does the prefix en-; em- mean? ____________________
1. What does the prefix mid- mean? middle
2. What does the prefix inter- mean? between; among
3. What does the prefix non- mean? not
4. What does the prefix mis- mean? wrongly
5. What does the prefix over- mean? over; too much
6. What does the prefix sub- mean? under
7. What does the prefix re- mean? again
8. What does the prefix pre- mean? before
9. What does the prefix semi- mean? half; partly; not fully
10. What does the prefix super- mean? above; beyond
11. What does the prefix trans- mean? across
12. What does the prefix en- mean? cause to